
Wintery Textured Landscapes 


Thinking about different textures why not create your own 
snow-scene with fluffy snow and glimmering ice - what else 
can you think of and what texture might it be?


Tools and Materials:


- Coloured Paper 

- Pencil 

- Glue Stick

- Scissors

- Cotton Wool Balls

- Foil 




First of all to make your snowy landscape - take the cotton 
wool ball and pull it apart, one ball can go a lot further than 
you think there’s a lot of cotton you can unravel to cover a 
larger area. It is easier if you put glue on the paper first so 
you don’t get stuck to the fluff as much!


Then add more texture on top we thought it would be fun to 
create a frozen pond - cut the foil to the shape you want 
and then stick it to the fluffy snow




Now to create a character to skate on the lake - we thought 
a penguin would be fun, you can create whatever you 
would like! Start sketching out the shape of your character - 
we will add details on in other colours after so now you are 
creating the silhouette, then cut it out ready for the next bit


Using your penguin shape draw round the tummy, beak and 
head to create his tummy like so - cut it out and glue it on 



Again using your penguin shape as a guide draw round the 
beak on some orange paper like so you can also create 
some legs from basic rectangles


 You can also make some ice skates like so







Once you are happy with skates your penguin needs a face! 
Cut out some eyes and beak and stick on


Once you have added facial features - why not create a 
scarf to keep them warm whilst skating, use your penguin 
to measure how big the scarf needs to be stick it on


 




Once you have stuck your penguin on too you can think 
about what else you would like in the background, we 
though silhouettes of trees would be fun! If you fold your 
paper in half or thirds you can cut out more trees at once 
which is handy to save some time! Stick them on when 
done - you can overlap them and leave the branches free 
(only glue the middle) so it has more of a 3D feel




There you have it your own “Wintery Texture Landscape”



